2021/2022 WORK STUDY PROGRAM

JOB POSTING

JOB TITLE: GERU1 Russian Language Tutor

DEPARTMENT NAME: Germanic and Slavic Studies

CONTACT NAME: Charlotte Schallié, Chair

JOB DESCRIPTION:

The successful candidate will assist with teaching Russian language at the beginner and intermediate level. You will meet with students via Zoom and in person (if allowed) on a regular basis to help them practice Russian conversational skills and work on their pronunciation.

QUALIFICATIONS:

- Russian language (native or near native)
- Basic knowledge of Russian grammar and structure
- Strong interpersonal and communication skills

JOB LOCATION ON-CAMPUS:

Online/Remote and/or on-campus: the candidate would need a stable internet connection capable of supporting live zoom meetings if required, or be available to hold such meetings on campus.

WORK STUDY WAGE: $16.00/hour (including 4% vacation pay)

HOURS AVAILABLE: 153

HOW TO APPLY: Resume and cover letter to Jennifer Sauter geru@uvic.ca

APPLICANTS MUST BE ELIGIBLE TO PARTICIPATE IN THE WORK STUDY PROGRAM
For details go to: http://www.uvic.ca/registrar/safa/work-study/index.php